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Norm Eisen, the rumored architect behind efforts to
stop Trump in 2024, just revealed the plot…
December 27, 2023 (10 days ago)
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We need your help! Join our growing army and click here to subscribe to ad-free Revolver. Or give a one-time or
recurring donation during this critical time.

Norm Eisen is more than just another shadowy figure in the Deep State. He’s been a pivotal force in the crusade to
derail Trump’s first term and thwart his attempts at a White House comeback in 2024. Many have labeled him as
the “architect” of the Stop Trump movement, and that isn’t far off the mark. After all, you can spot his fingerprints
on practically every single plot aimed at putting an end to Trump’s political aspirations. The latest schemes,
including the push to jail President Trump and keep him off the ballot, can be traced back quite easily to Mr.
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Eisen. In fact, in one of his New York Times op-eds, Eisen seems to have inadvertently spilled the beans. Charlie
Kirk highlights how Norm essentially brags that the Dems’ ticket to victory is to imprison Trump.



Charlie Kirk
@charliekirk11 · Follow

Norm Eisen saying the quiet part out loud: The 
regime needs a Trump conviction in order to win the 
election.

archive.ph/FNCr9
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Here’s a closeup of the New York Times article written by Norm:
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The New York Times:

New data from our work with the Research Collaborative confirm the repercussions of a possible
conviction on voters. These questions did not ask directly how a conviction would affect people’s
votes, but they still support movement in the same direction. This survey, conducted in August and

https://archive.ph/FNCr9


repeated in September (and then repeated a second time in September by different pollsters), asked
how voters felt about prison time in the event that Mr. Trump is convicted. At least two-thirds
(including half of Republicans) favored significant prison time for Mr. Trump.

[…]

Moreover, recent electoral history suggests that merely having Mr. Trump on trial will alter how
voters see the importance of voting in the first place. In the wake of the Jan. 6 committee hearings, the
2022 midterms saw turnout at record levels in states where at least one high-profile MAGA
Republican was running.

The criminal cases are also unfolding within a wider context of other legal challenges against Mr.
Trump, and they may amplify the effect. That includes several state cases that seek to disqualify him
under Section 3 of the 14th Amendment. Colorado’s top court has already ruled that he is
disqualified, though the case is now likely being appealed to the Supreme Court. This constellation of
developments — also encompassing the New York civil fraud trial — offer a negative lens through
which Americans may view Mr. Trump.

Again, this is all hypothetical, but the polls give us sufficient data to conclude that felony criminal
convictions, especially for attacking democracy, will foreground the threat that Mr. Trump poses to
our nation and influence voters in an election-defining way.

Darren Beattie of Revolver has been keeping a close eye on Mr. Eisen for years, tracking his maneuvers to
impeach President Trump, silence patriots, and even take a swing at Revolver, among other diabolical actions.
Recently, Darren noticed something rather telling: Norm’s fingerprints are seemingly all over the recent Colorado
decision to ban President Trump from the ballot.

Revolver:

https://revolver.news/2023/12/norm-eisen-notorious-lawfare-outfit-has-fingerprints-all-over-colorado-decision-to-remove-trump/


Norm Eisen drafted ten articles of impeachment against Trump before Trump’s phone call with
Zelensky even took place and went on to serve as special counsel in the first impeachment
proceedings against Trump. Eisen worked with his colleague on a lawsuit claiming Trump violated
the emoluments clause before he was even sworn in. Incidentally, his colleague Joseph Sellers
represented Congressman Bennie Thompson in his January 6 lawsuit against Trump, which later
became the basis for the second impeachment against Trump and the January 6 Committee report.
Indeed, it would hardly be an exaggeration to say that Norm Eisen has been a key architect of nearly
every attempt to delegitimize, impeach, censor, sue, and remove the democratically elected 45th
President of the United States—all in the name of democracy, of course. Years ago, we first brought
Norm Eisen’s name to national attention in the context of his work on color revolutions overseas and
the fact that he was deploying the same tools as a lawfare operative to undermine Trump that he
would use in the State Department to undermine foreign leaders deemed to be adversaries of the
United States.
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Our piece on Mr. Eisen is eye-opening, to say the least, and we’d highly suggest you read it:

Norm Eisen’s Notorious Lawfare Outfit Has Fingerprints All Over Colorado Decision to Remove Trump
From Ballot

In fact, Norm is the chief architect of taking “color revolution” regime change tactics honed by the CIA abroad
and using them to perform a coup on President Trump by any means necessary.

Revolver:

As the man who implemented the David Brock blueprint for suing the President into paralysis and his
allies into bankruptcy, who helped mainstream and amplify the Russia Hoax, who drafted 10 articles
of impeachment for the Democrats a full month before President Trump ever called the Ukraine
President in 2018, who personally served as special counsel litigating the Ukraine impeachment, who
created a template for Internet censorship of world leaders and a handbook for mass mobilizing racial
justice protesters to overturn democratic election results, there is perhaps no man alive with a more
decorated resume for plots against President Trump.

Indeed, the story of Norm Eisen – a key architect of nearly every attempt to delegitimize, impeach,
censor, sue and remove the democratically elected 45th President of the United States – is a tale that
winds through nearly every facet of the color revolution playbook. There is no purer embodiment of
Revolver’s thesis that the very same regime change professionals who run Color Revolutions on
behalf of the US Government in order to undermine or overthrow alleged “authoritarian”
governments overseas, are running the very same playbook to overturn Trump’s 2016 victory and to
pre-empt a repeat in 2020. To put it simply, what you see is not just the same Color Revolution
playbook run against Trump, but the same people using it against Trump who have employed it in a
professional capacity against targets overseas—same people same playbook.

https://revolver.news/2023/12/norm-eisen-notorious-lawfare-outfit-has-fingerprints-all-over-colorado-decision-to-remove-trump/
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In Norm Eisen’s case, the “same people same playbook” refrain takes an arrestingly literal turn when
one realizes that Norm Eisen wrote a classic Color Revolution regime change manual, and
conveniently titled it “The Playbook.”

Read the rest:

Meet Norm Eisen: Legal Hatchet Man and Central Operative in the “Color Revolution” Against President
Trump

Norm was also the chief architect of the January 6th kangaroo court hearings aimed at taking MAGA out of the
political arena.

Revolver:
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Though Norm Eisen kept a low profile for months after Revolver’s expose on him, he has been
positively giddy as of late at the prospect of the January 6 committee serving up a criminal indictment
of President Trump.

[…]

It would be one thing if Norm Eisen were just a bystander, cheering on the prospect of a potential
political prosecution of his nemesis, President Trump. But unsurprisingly, a little digging reveals that
Norm Eisen has enjoyed a much more direct and disturbing involvement in shaping the January 6
Committee than previously understood. The details are scandalous, but not surprising. After all,
we reported years ago that there is no man alive more decorated for plots against Trump, and why
should January 6 be any different?

Read the rest of that one here:

Democrat Hatchet Man Norm Eisen’s Fingerprints Are All Over a Dark New Element of the Jan 6 Witch Hunt

Darren Beattie took on the nefarious Norm Eisen character in a recent interview on War Room with Nathalie
Winters:
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Darren explained towards the end of the interview that “the regime is doing everything it can to make sure that the
American people can never meddle in their own elections again. It’s as simple as that. And that’s what they call
democracy.” No one has been leading the charge in this assault on democracy more than Norm Eisen.
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DARREN BEATTIE: "The regime is doing everything it 
can to make sure that the American people can 
never meddle in their own elections again. It's as 
simple as that. And that's what they call democracy."

Full interview: rumble.com/v43o1yb-leader…
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But will he get away with it? Not if Dr. Beattie has anything to do with it, as he explains in the following clip that,
“January 6th, they were expecting it to be their Christmas, but I’m the Grinch of January 6.”

Watch:
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If Trump is convicted of a crime, could he lose some support? Possibly, but it might only be from those voters who
were on the fence about him. However, if the polls are anything to go by, most of America seems to see through
this charade. Every time Trump faces an indictment, his poll numbers soar. It’s likely that a conviction could
actually end up boosting his support as well. But that’s a risk the regime is willing to take. For them, the stakes
have never been higher.
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fritz brayton  − ⚑

9 days ago

It would be interesting to see who bankrolls him.
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King_Solomon1  

Reply •

− ⚑> fritz brayton

9 days ago

SOROS, ZUCKERBERG, OBAMA, FBI, CIA, ETC.

 28  0

Constitutional Peasant  

Reply •

− ⚑> King_Solomon1

8 days ago

Eisen, Larry Fink(elstein), Judge Beryl Howell...OY VEY!
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libsrnazi  − ⚑> Constitutional Peasant

8 days ago  edited

It's equally plausible that a Trump conviction could COST Democrats
the election...

See Nelson Mandela...
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5 days ago  edited

;./.\\';///]=-\]=----Theres something really bad coming watch this. . . ....
kjnb7545.blogspot.com
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satan.
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homegirl  
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− ⚑> paul_vincent_zecchino

8 days ago  edited

SATAN IS A MAGA CULT LEADER...

The MAGA cult is always a threat, and ignorance and bigotry will
always be
with us, but when that becomes the theme of a political party, they're
doomed to fail. The Republicans would already be much worse off if
not
for the ridiculous Citizens United ruling, and the maneuvering and
strategizing of media personalities like Rush Limbaugh to capture what
they can while they can still get it, before they lose their ability to
win elections regularly. Then it becomes about control, not democracy.

This Nazi rhetoric spewing out of Trump is having an adverse
affect on the whole party. What's going to happen when the GOP �eld
narrows and the half of the GOP that is supporting someone else
coalesces around one candidate? He's already screaming about the
GOP
"rigging" the caucuses in Iowa and the primaries in New Hampshire.
That's a house that's getting ready to fall.
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You can’t be serious. Ha ha lol. So funny.
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Reggie Dunlop  

Reply •

− ⚑> Betsy

8 days ago

She's dead-on target.
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homegirl  

Reply •

− ⚑> Betsy

8 days ago

You can't really believe that Trump could ever win back the
presidency!!! He has NEVER won the popular vote.

2016 LOST by three million votes
2020 LOST by seven million votes

It just gets worse and worse for Donald, at this rate, if he is not
incarcerated Trump will lose by FIFTEEN MILLION VOTES

And the GOP goes down in �ames!
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Hugh Jassol  
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You need to start taking your meds again.
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homegirl  

Reply •

− ⚑> Hugh Jassol

8 days ago

Tell me how he is going to do it, he has NEVER won the popular vote
and his losing score keeps increasing!
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Wango64  

Reply •

− ⚑> homegirl

8 days ago

You aren’t interested in discussion. You’re a troll.
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fritzdahmus  

Reply •

− ⚑> homegirl

8 days ago

Hey Homegirl -- Quit drinking the Kool-Aid. The GOP may not be the
answer...or Trump.....but slimmy Democrats are de�nitely not the
answer. Unless the question is -" who will send us into bankruptcy".
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The economy is booming! In�ation is going down. Gas prices are
down. Stocks are up. GFY.
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Rick Shasta  

Reply •

− ⚑> Reggie Dunlop

8 days ago  edited

10 million more illegals in the US. Getting free shiy.

In�ation is still high. When the Fed makes a change boom goes the
price of everything .

All companies are doing quiet layoffs. Unemployment number is false.
Shadowstats had the real number.

Homelessness shot up by more than 12% this year, reaching 653,104
people..
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Reggie Dunlop  − ⚑> Rick Shasta

8 days ago

There are always going to be illegals until both parties �x the problem.
They won't.

In�ation is still high but it's dropping. We are not in a recession as we
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expected to be a year ago. Things are much better than anticipated
and MAGATs still complain.

I doubt you care about the homeless.
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Foxxy Bud  

Reply •

− ⚑> Reggie Dunlop

4 days ago

What a joke you are. And using a character from one of the best
hockey �icks ever produced. I bet you never even laced them up. Cuz
you prove how stupid you really are or are just trolling for minimum
wage.
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Reggie Dunlop  

Reply •

− ⚑> Foxxy Bud

4 days ago

F-off Zoner. I bet you're a Krazy Kari fan. Stupid MAGAT.
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Ellis  − ⚑> Reggie Dunlop

8 days ago

� In�ation isn’t going down. The rate it is going up has slowed.

I’m laughing at you right now. That might be the most retarded take on
the economy I’ve seen recently.
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Reggie Dunlop  

Reply •

− ⚑> Ellis

8 days ago

Good for you. Things are going quite well but MAGATs still bitch.

 0  7

Wango64  

Reply •

− ⚑> Reggie Dunlop

8 days ago

Troll or hard of thinking. Blocked.

 0  0

Wango64  

Reply •

− ⚑> Reggie Dunlop

8 days ago

Border invasion is WAY up!

 1  0

homegirl  

Reply •

− ⚑> fritzdahmus

8 days ago  edited

Which party sent the USA into the Great Depression and the last
Recession? Do you know?

 0  0
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Wango64  

Reply •

− ⚑> homegirl

8 days ago

It became the depression under FDR. Before that it was an economic
downturn. It was recovering when FDR took o�ce. FDR intensi�ed it.
Look at the graphs. Only World War II pulled us out of it.

 0  0

kvs369  

Reply •

− ⚑> homegirl

7 days ago

the uni-party

 0  1

homegirl  

Reply •

− ⚑> kvs369

7 days ago

Herbert Hoover and the GOP. Go back to school!

 0  0

Hank Hayes  

Reply •

− ⚑> homegirl

6 days ago

Does the USA elect its President by national popular vote?

 0  1

homegirl  − ⚑> Hank Hayes

6 days ago
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Reply •

6 days ago

When the numbers are overwhelming how can it not be re�ected in the
electoral college outcome?

 1  1

MauraLeone  

Reply •

− ⚑> homegirl

6 days ago

We are showing up you a couple of of the �nest ways to pick up cash
online. 2000 USD in A DAY. At that point no got to stretch any longer!
15,000+ Selected Clients. ih 100% Guaranteed.

See This>>>........ OnlinePoint63.blogspot.com/...

 0  0

Alxrulz  

Reply •

− ⚑> homegirl

8 days ago

You are seriously unhinged. Each day you have new hate. The devil that
you speak of is inside you.

 7  2

MAGAMinnie  − ⚑> Alxrulz

8 days ago

You are talking to homegirl, right? Threads get a wee bit mingled in
here.
In any case,...homegirl could be hategirl.
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Reply •

I woke up this morning thinking about how miserable it must be to be
so consumed in hate that you can't see or enjoy the stars.

Trump is a ⭐,...leftwingers wear shades. 😎

 5  1

Alxrulz  

Reply •

− ⚑> MAGAMinnie

8 days ago

Yes I was replying to hategirl.
100% on your post!

 3  1

homegirl  

Reply •

− ⚑> MAGAMinnie

8 days ago

Minnie, in very plain English --you don't know shite from Shinola. And
Donald Trump has been very successful in shining you on!!!

 0  0

MAGAMinnie  

Reply •

− ⚑> homegirl

7 days ago

Hey,..it worked! 🙂

 0  1

homegirl  − ⚑> MAGAMinnie
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Reply •

7 days ago

Yes, Donald's charisma works well on the simple minded. Since you
adore "alpha males', what are you---a door mat or a punching bag?

s

 0  0

MAGAMinnie  

Reply •

− ⚑> homegirl

7 days ago

🤣 oh, I've seen it all.
Yes,....indeed! You won't see me picking up the slack for any beta.

 0  1

homegirl  

Reply •

− ⚑> MAGAMinnie

6 days ago

Just how low is your self worth?

 0  0
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